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VIENNA CYLINDER KEY 
MACHINE
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VIENNA, BERNA & NOMAD 

KEY CUTTING MACHINES
Let your customers buy you a new machine.

AM029

£1808.50
+ VAT Each.

Vienna

1000 Universal keys FREE! 
Worth £2,500 (when cut at £2.50 each)

AM005

£1295.30
+ VAT Each.

Berna

AM060

£629.48
+ VAT Each.

Nomad

SCAN
HERE

SCAN
HERE

SCAN
HERE

500 Universal keys FREE! 
Worth £1,250 (when cut at £2.50 each)

250 Universal keys FREE! 
Worth £625 (when cut at £2.50 each)
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MULTICODE NXT-E

ENGRAVING MADE SIMPLE

The next generation of Multicode NXT 
keycutting machines lets you cut and 
engrave cylinder keys, security keys and 
vehicle keys on a single machine.

Thanks to the engraving clamp set, you 
can engrave all sorts of keys, medallions 
and plates.

AM120

£8900
+ VAT Each.

Using @ codes to speed up productivity

Creating the template and aligning 
the code or lettering ready for 
engraving.

Multicode NXT Screen Shots

FREE DEMO
Why not find out for yourself 

and book a FREE demo.

Call: 01442 291400

Setting up ready to cut by code.

The Multicode NXT has the option to create placeholder templates, @codes for both name and key number. 

Cutting the key.

Confirmation screen of tool/change 
of clamp.

Task manager for further duplicate 
keys.



LOCKSMITH TOOLS

DOOR SPREADER KIT
12 Piece solution to most failed UPVC lockouts.

WINDOW MECHANISM OPENER
A three piece kit for those jammed, rusted or failed 

espagnolette lock mechanisms.

LT770
£125.00
+VAT each

LT775
£39.95
+VAT each

NEW

Available for Pre-Order
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GRAVOTECH

Leader in permanent marking solutions
Gravotech designs, manufactures and distributes innovative engraving, 
marking and cutting solutions.

M20  GTM005 £6,552.00

ROTARY ENGRAVING MACHINE

For enquiries and to book a demonstration contact: 
sales@jma-uk.co.uk or call 01442 291400 

The M20 is a small engraving machine for all applications with plastics, metals and even glass. 
Compact, this machine can be used everywhere: workshops, stores, and on events.

SCAN
HERE



MEET THE TEAM

ACCOUNTS & PURCHASING

Tina Lutterodt
JOB TITLE: Purchasing & Accounts Executive
YEARS AT JMA: 1½ Years

I have been at JMA for almost 18 months now, 
alongside my Purchasing role I also get involved 
with Accounting duties, where I take customer 
payments on account. 

Believe it or not, I have 24 years Purchasing, 
Buying & Stock Control experience under my belt.

In my spare time, I am a fully qualified Level 2 
Fitness Instructor and Level 3 Personal Trainer. 
I absolutely love the gym…its my happy place. 

I run 3 times a week and love a ParkRun. 
My heaviest deadlift is 110kg - the heavier the 
better. 

Health is wealth and I wanna be RICH!

Jevon (Jev)
Opong-Onyina
JOB TITLE: Accounts Administrator
YEARS AT JMA: 4 Years

        I’m Jev, (the one who has most likely called 
you at an inconvenient time asking for money)
I’ve been at JMA for 4 years but had an 
interesting start because after 6 weeks starting 
the job, COVID/Lockdown happened.
Fortunately, I’ve come out the other side 
relatively okay and I can say overall I’m enjoying 
my time here.

Outside work, I try to do as much fitness as 
possible (gym, home, walks, run), big fan of 
sports including Football and Basketball  
(a Londoner who is a Liverpool fan, makes 
perfect sense) and enjoy watching TV and 
movies. In line with work, I’m also working 
through My AAT Qualification in Accounting.

I’ve been known to give out riddles to guys in the 
office, so I leave you with this one:

‘What has many keys but can’t open a lock?’

Sara Hill
JOB TITLE: Managment Accountant
YEARS AT JMA: 4 Years 9 Months

My name is Sara and have been a part of JMA 
for almost 5 years now looking after everything 
financial.

I have a love for the outdoors, spending time 
walking, exploring and making memories with 
my 5 month old daughter Willow, my husband 
Rob and our cockapoo called Reddington.

CHRIS FENNESSY
JOB TITLE: UK Product Marketing Manager
YEARS AT JMA: 18½+ Years

Hi, I’m Chris, I have been at SKS/JMA UK for over eighteen and a half years.

As the UK Product Marketing Manager I oversee all product-related decisions, 
which include sourcing, updating and training on anything pertaining to product. 
 
Alongside this, I also manage the Marketing Team and have input into all our 
marketing material.  My other duties include managing and maintaining our 
website and company I.T support.
 
Outside of work I am a massive T.V and Film fan and could talk for hours about 
films and actors. Just don’t ask me what my top 10 films are, last time I thought 
about it I couldn’t narrow it down to my top 50!

Apart from T.V and films, I love football.  I am an Arsenal fan, a true Gooner, born 
in Islington. Maybe, this year will finally be our year!

Lastly, I spend some of my free time designing using Adobe Illustrator, especially 
personalised logo’s or designs.  I’ve designed many logo’s over the years and I get 
a big thrill when I see the final design being used.

LUKE SMITH
JOB TITLE: Marketing Executive
YEARS AT JMA: 5+

My time at JMA has been in two parts. 
I originally worked for 4 years at SKS/JMA 
as Web Content and Graphics admistrator. 

After a break away, I returned to JMA as 
Marketing Executive. 

My role involves creating catalogues, product 
photography, artwork for print ads, exhibitions, 
the monthly memo, social media, web banners 
and emails etc.

Outside work I like to make music (Synth 
Pop) as well as design and build electronic 
music projects, guitar effect pedals and drum 
machines.

MARKETING
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TRAVEL PADLOCKS

TSA RATED TRAVEL SECURITY
Stock up for the summer.

Security

IPTC35 IPTC35C

MX83/25 MX83/30 PAD41

(32mm)

CR Series 
Brass

CS Series R4MK Key OverideIPCR40 (40mm)

IPCR30 (30mm)

IPCR20 (20mm)

IPC25S (25mm)

IPC35S (35mm)

IPC45S (45mm)

IPR4MK (42mm)

(32mm)

(25mm) (30mm) (30mm)

£7.44
£8.27
+VAT each

TSA LOCK® is a global security 
system which allows passengers 

to lock their luggage, while 
permitting security authorities to 

inspect them without damage.

COMBINATION PADLOCKS
Ideal for lockers

£4.73
£5.26
+VAT each

£2.61
£2.90
+VAT each

£2.99
£3.33
+VAT each

£3.61
£4.02
+VAT each

£8.81
£9.79
+VAT each

£4.03
£4.48
+VAT each

£4.63
£5.15
+VAT each

£5.46
£6.07
+VAT each

£7.97
£8.86
+VAT each

£5.67
£6.30
+VAT each

10 %
OFF

£3.35
£3.73
+VAT each



JMA GARAGE REMOTES

M-NOVA, M-BT ADVANCE, M-PEARL
Add an extra service and take on our easy to program remotes.

M-NOVA PRO

The new M-NOVA PRO model combines all the duplication capacity and versatility from 
the JMA range with an attractive design.
It enables simple wireless copy of both fixed codes (95% of those available in the market) 
and over 
50 brands of rolling codes.

\ Fixed Codes & Rolling Code
\ 433-868 MHZ
\ Wireless Copying Or Via a Cable Connection To PC SOFT
\ 4 Remotes In 1
\ Copy four original remote controls onto a single JMA device

M-BT Advance
M-BT Advance remote control offers increased operating range as well as a new 
design with braille reading. The JMA REMOTES PRO APP offers guided copying 
of remotes via Bluetooth.

M-NOVA PRO

M-PEARL
CUSTOMISED CONTROLS: THE COMPLETE SOLUTION
The new range of Custom remote controls are compatible with technology used by the 
latest manufacturers original remotes.

Technology requires specific compatible remotes, designed exclusively for each original 
manufacturers remote. JMA is creating a new range of Custom compatible remotes for 
each of these latest generation remotes.

\ M-BS: Compatible with the Hormann® 
Bisecure original remote control.
\ M-PEARL: Compatible with the 
Sommer® Pearl original remote control.
\ M-TC: Compatible with the 
ATA® PTX5 Triocode and B&D® Tritran 
original  remote controls.

M-BT ADVANCE

M-BT ADVANCE

10 %
OFF

£14.85
£16.50
+VAT each

£16.33
£18.15
+VAT each

£13.05
£14.50
+VAT each



JMA GARAGE REMOTES

Convenient & Cost Effective

Maxus key safes offer a cost effective, quick, 
secure solution to a number of security needs.

Easily fitted, they can provide access for a 
number of different situations, including elderly 
relatives and carers, for holiday homes and 
hospitality, business premises and many more.

R R
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Key Safes
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12.5%
OFF

MX402
£12.40
£14.17
+VAT each

MX401

MX401A
(Blister Pack)

MX402A
(Blister Pack)

£13.49
£15.42
+VAT each

£21.60
£24.68
+VAT each

£22.70
£25.94
+VAT each



COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
SECURITY 5 %

OFF
Help your customers stay one step ahead.

CONDOR GROUND UNIT

Enclosed locking device for securing roller shutter doors. 
Operates from a half euro cylinder so can easily be changed in event of lost keys or for Master Keying.

Complete with ground anchor dust cover. Size: 104mm x 86mm x 54mm

ROLLER SHUTTER LOCK - CENTRAL

Viro 8201 roller shutter lock with riveted pins. Supplied boxed with 2 keys.

OVAL BULLET LOCK

Replacement locks for warehouse and shop front 
bullet locks.
Quality brass body with anti pick tumbler.
Available in 2 pin lengths - 43mm or 53mm.
Supplied bagged with 2 keys.

VR3331 (43mm)

VR3332 (53mm)

£6.86
£7.23
+VAT each

VR3331KA (43mm)

VR3332KA (53mm)

£9.35
£9.85
+VAT each

VR8201

£19.65
£20.69
+VAT each

VR1.4218

£54.80
£57.69
+VAT each

VR1.4218A 
(Bracket for up & over doors)

£19.70
£20.74
+VAT each

Scan to watch
installation
video

Scan to watch
installation
video

SP597
Bullet lock oval housing
available separately.
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FOOTBALL PACKAGES

FREE FOOTBALL SHIRT*
T&CS

*Subject to availability and maximum replica shirt price of £85. 
Only shirts of teams participating in the Euro 2024 are available. All shirts will be ordered and shipped at the earliest opportunity. Promotion valid on orders placed 

between 1st May 2024 until 31st June 2024. This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other discounts or special prices.

2024
EURO FOOTBALL SHIRT

PACKAGE DEALS

FREE FOOTBALL FREE FOOTBALL SHIRT*
Ref: EUROPACK1 Ref: EUROPACK2
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HIGH SECURITY 
PADLOCKS 15 %

OFF

Street Key Locking 
Cable 65cm

U Lock & Light Set in 1
Barcelona 160 Bicycle 
‘U’ Lock

ICS65G
ICS65BK
ICS65P

IB160

ICJ60

Junior 60 Key/
Combination
Locking Cable

ICXL200

XL200 Security 
Cable

ICSJ/B
ICSJ/BK
ICSJ/G
ICSJ/R

Spiral Junior Cable

£1.64
£1.94
+VAT each

£4.63
£5.45
+VAT each

£4.93
£5.81
+VAT each

£4.03
£4.75
+VAT each

£21.28
£25.04
+VAT each

IAS1

Fold Flat Ground Anchor

£20.74
£24.40
+VAT each

ICJ60C

£1.64
£1.98
+VAT each

Spiral Combination 
Locking Cable

ICC8

£10.08
£11.87
+VAT each

Unique design provides bike 
security, plus front and rear 
lights in one unit.


